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Airbase UK Interiors recently selected the flydrive digital solution from flydocs to digitise 
their data and documentation.  

flydrive's secure cloud storage will support to streamline Airbase UK’s digital journey as they 
can now access all their maintenance records anywhere and at any time.  

Commenting on the partnership, John Bowell, Chief Commercial Officer, flydocs said; 
“We’re delighted to collaborate with Airbase UK Interiors as it shows the widespread 
application that flydrive can bring to the aviation sector. At flydocs, we are committed to 
supporting our clients to maintain the highest value of their assets with the use of advanced 
technology. Right from cabin furnishing to data management, with flydrive, we aim to 
support digital and data documentation with access to easy information to data.” 

Huw Jenkins, Commercial Director at Airbase UK Interiors said: At Airbase we have a strong 
history of providing maintenance & manufacturing services to major UK airlines and OEMs. 
Our Soft Furnishings Managed Services – dry cleaning, kitting, replace & remove - provide 
intrinsic added value to our customers all under a CAA and EASA 145 accreditation.  By 
partnering with flydocs and the flydrive package we will drive efficiency in our data 
management and take a significant step towards our strategic goal of moving from a paper-
based environment to a digital-led, cloud storage solution. I firmly believe that Blockchain is 
the future of aviation data management, and we look forward to transforming our digital 
journey with flydrive as a first step.  

 

 

- ENDS - 

 

About flydocs  
flydocs is an asset management solution provider with the aviation industry’s most comprehensive 
solution for creating value out of aircraft maintenance data. We offer the tools and expertise that 
allow all industry stakeholders to drive sustainable innovation to help build the future of the 
commercial aviation asset lifecycle.  



Recognised as a global leader in digital records management, flydocs was founded in 2007 and is 
100% owned by Lufthansa Technik. With over 280 employees in multiple locations spread across the 
globe, flydocs is trusted by over 75 airlines, lessors, and MROs to deliver measurable long-term 
operational and cost efficiencies.  
www.flydocs.aero  

About Airbase UK Interiors 
Airbase UK Interiors is a market leader in cabin interiors soft furnishings production and 
maintenance, holding both 21G and 145 CAA & EASA accreditations. We offer design, manufacture, 
dry cleaning, and on-wing maintenance, applying leading-edge lean processes throughout the 
operation to ensure high-quality products and services are delivered to our customers. Having 
undergone a management buy-out in 2020, the company has over 20 years of experience, with 70 
employees based out of our site in Gatwick. 
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